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Multiple Channels under Fidelity Criteria* 
BHU DEV SHARMA, VED PRIYA 
Communication under fidelity criterion was introduced by Shannon. The problems concerning 
Multiple Channels have been the focus of recent interest. However fidelity criterion has not 
been considered in the studies for Multiple Channels. In this paper an attempt has been made 
to define rate distortion function for some special cases of Multiple Channels, viz., the Broadcast 
Channel, the Two-User Channel and the Multiple Access Channel. Basic equations for these 
channels are derived and convexity of the rate distortion functions is established. The investiga-
tions are then extended to the case of a general channel involving several sources and destinations. 
For the Two-User Channel and the Multiple Access Channel, examples have also been formulated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Areas of recent interest in Communication Theory are the transmission of informa-
tion in a Multiple Access Channel introduced by Liao [4] and a Broadcast Channel 
introduced by Cover [2]. In a Multiple Access Channel several sources communicate 
with one receiver over a common channel. The message output from any source 
is assumed to be independent of the message outputs from other sources. Liao [4] 
defined capacity region and proved a coding theorem and its converse for such 
a discrete memoryless channel. Cover [2] introduced Broadcast Channels in which 
one source communicates with several receivers and obtained upper and lower 
bounds on the capacity region. Vander Meulen [8] obtained an inner bound to the 
General Broadcast Channels for the three communication situations and Sato [5] 
obtained an outer bound to the capacity region of Broadcast Channels. Shannon [7] 
was the first to introduce the idea of a Two-Way Communication Channel which 
involves sending information simultaneously in two directions over a Two-Way 
* This work was supported by a Research Fellowship awarded to the second author by the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi, India. 
Channel and obtained inner and outer bounds to the capacity region of this channel. 447 
All these are cases of "Multiple Channels". 
Study relating to communication under fidelity criteria which have been earlier 
modified for classical channels has not yet been extended for the case of Multiple 
Channels. In this paper we define rate distortion function for these channels. In 
Section 2 we determine the basic equations for Broadcast Channel. Convexity of the 
rate distortion function is established in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the basic 
equations for a Two-User Channel for which an example is formulated in Section 5. 
In Section 6, basic equations for a Multiple Access Channel are derived and an illu­
stration for the same is presented in Section 7. The last section deals with a general 
model for M sources and N receivers which under certain conditions reduces to the 
cases studied in earlier sections. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR BROADCAST CHANNEL 
A general Broadcast Channel with N receivers is shown in the diagram below. 
There is one source which is denoted by X and there are N receivers which we denote 
by Yi, Y2, •.., Yy.The memoryless Broadcast Channel with one input and N outputs 
may bs characterised by (X, Q(yu y2, • •., yN | x), Yt x Y2 x . . . x YN) where 
Q(y^, y2, • •., yN\x) is the probability of receiving yt e Yu ...,yNeYN when 
xeX is sent on the channel. Further Qi(yt\x) is the transition probability of 








QMx)= Z Q(yi,y2, . . . , y N \ x ) ( i = 1,2 N) 
yt yt- i,yt±t yw 
and since the outputs are statistically independent, we have 
Q(Уi,Уi, •••,УN\X) = YIQІУĄX). 
í = l 
448 Further, let the distortion between the source letter xeX and the reproduced 
letter yte Y; (i = 1, 2, . . ., N) in the i'-th output be denoted by Qt(x, yt), where 
as is usual 
Qi(x,yi) = 0 ( i = 1,2, . . . ,JV) 
with equality iffx = yt. 
If P(x) is taken to denote the input probability o f x e X , then the average distortion 
for the i-th output may as usual be defined as 
I P(x) Q(yu y2,...,yN | x)6i(x,y,) (i « i, 2, . . . , N ) . 
XJ1J2 yw 
If we communicate on the Broadcast Channel in such a way that the level of average 
distortion between the source "and the i th reproduced letter does not exceed a given 
level D,(i = 1,2, ...,N), then the rate distortion function RX(DU D2, . . . , DN) 
for the Broadcast Channel may be defined as 
(1) Rx(Dl,D2,...,DN)= inf I(X;YUY2,...,YN), 
Q(.yi,-,yN\x)sQDi,D2 D.V 
where 
(2) I(X;YUY2,...,YN)= £ P(x, yu y2, ..., yN)\og
Q{y;'''''y^ 
x,y,,...,yN Q(yu . . . , yN) 
is the ordinary Shannon's mutual information and 
(3) QDi... .o„ = 
= {Q(yu---,yN\x): I P(x)Q(yu...,yN\x)Qi(x,yi) = Dl}, 
x,jn,...,yn 
i = 1,2, . . . , JV . 
The I(X; Yu Y2, ..., YN) may be shown to be a convex U function with respect 
to transition probabilities Q(y{, y2, ..., yN\x) as follows: 
Consider two sets of transition probabilities {Q'(yu ..., yN\ x)} and {Q"(yu • •. 
..., yN\x)} and a number X e [0, 1] and let 
Q*(y^ y2, • • •> yN | x) = X Q'(yu y2, ...,yN\ x) + (1 - X) Q"(yu y2, ..., yN \ x). 
Then 
i(Q*(yuy2, ...,yN\x)) = 
(4) I P(x)[XQ'(yi,...,yN\x) + (\-X)Q"(yu...,yN\x)]. 
*,yi yN 
\ XQ'(yuy2, ...,yN\x) + (\ - X) Q"(yuy2, ...,yN\x) 
* Q'(yu y2> • • •, yN) + 0 - A) G*(;V., >>2 , . . . , yN) 
Now we use the inequality 449 
l o g - t ± * S - i - t * _ l , fl>0, b^O, 
a a 
i.e. 
(5) log (a + b) _S log a + bja 
with equality iff b = 0. Let us set 
{f\ „ _ e ' ( " i . " 2 , • • • . " T V | " ) _ e
y ( " i , "2, _ • _ _ _ _ ! * ) 
e ( " i , " 2 , • • • , ^ ) e ("1. "2. • • • . " . 
fc = 0 ~ A) [8'("i, ••-,"*) e"("., ...,yN\x)-Q"(y1, ...,yN)Q'(y_,...,yN\x)] 
Q'(yt, ...,yN)[XQ'(yi,...,yN) + (\ -X)Q'(y_, ...,yN)] 
b _ £___(__ •••,"/v)e'(>'i, ...,yNI•__- e'("i. •• •, "_Le_01 y .___ 
G"("„ • • -, » ) ^ C'("i, • • •, yN) + (1 - A) e"("i, • •., "N)] 
Thus from (4), (5) and (6), we have 
I(e*("i,"2. . . . , "* ! - ) ) = A 1 p(-) e'(-., y 2 . . . . , " * ! " ) • 
{' e ' ( " i , . . . . "ivl -) 
+ ( 1 ~A)[ß"(3 ; l , - - - ,> 'NІ " )ß ' (> ' l . - - - , ^ ) -ß" (" l . - - - ,УN)ß ' ( " l ,> '2 , ••• ,"w|x)]" | „ 
0'("„ •••,"*) 
'I 
CO., . . . , yN 1 *) [A e'("i,..., -w) + (1 - A) e"(y„..., y„)] J 
+ (1-;.) x p ( x ) e ' ' ( " i , . . . , ^ | x ) . r i o g ^ ^ ^ ^ l f ) + 
x.yu-.yN L 0 ("1. • • • . " . ) 
+ A[e"(-i,.•., -JV) 6'("i, • • -, -N1 -) - e ' ( " „ . -., -w) e"("L • • •, -* 1 -)]] = 
Q"(j_, . . . , yN | x) [A S'("„ • • • • " . + (1 - A) Q"0,, . .., yN)] J 
= A / ( e x - , , . . . , "NI -)) + (i - A)-"(G'("I, • • •, "iv I -)) • 
Hence /(X; Y_, Y2, . . . , Y,.) is a convex U function with respect to the transition 
probabilities Q(yu y2, ..., yN \x). 
Thus our problem is to minimize I{X; Y_, Y2, . . ., YN) subject to the constraints: 
(7) e0'i,"2, • • • , ^ l " ) = o, 
(8) I 0 ( " i , "2 , -..,yN\x)=\ 
yi,y2 yn 
450 and 
(9) X P(x) Q(yi,y2,...,yN\ x) 6i(x, yt) = Dt 
x,yi,yi,...,yN 
(i = 1,2, ...,N). 
We solve this problem by Lagrange method of multipliers. Ignoring the constraint 
(7) temporarily, we form the augmented function 
(10) J(Q) = l(X;YuY2,...,YN)-lnx £ C ^ i . Vi, • • •> Vs I *) -
x yi,y2 ytt 
- £ S . X P(x)Q(yi,y2,...,yN\x)ei(x,yi), 
i = l x,y,y2 }'w 
where /xx and S, (i = 1,2, .. .,'N) are Lagiange multipliers. Taking log Xx = ^xjP(x) 
and using (2) in (10), we may rewrite (10) as 
•I(6)= I ^WGbi, . . . , y w | x ) 
*,yi ,y2,..-,yw 
Now, for stationary points, we have 
L QÜУí, ••:УN)K ' = ! J 
i, ...,yN\x) l Q(yl7 ...,yN)Xx i=i J Щy 
(11) Q(yi, }>i, •••,yN\x) = Xx Q(y„ y2, ..., yN) exp [ X S,- Q{X, y,)] . 
; = i 
Summing (11) over yy,y2, • •., yN and using (8), we get 
(12) Xx=[ X G ( J W * . . . - ^ j e x p t f S^fx,^)]]"
1. 
yi,-.,yN 1 = 1 
Thus from (9) and (11), we have 
IV 
(13) D, = x e;(x, yt)
 p(x) ** Q(yi< yz. • • - y«) e x P [ I s * e«(*, * ) ] 
*,yi,...,yN i = l 
( ( ' = 1,2, . . . , N ) 
and 
J(X; 7., y2, . . . , Y„) - X P(x) A, COi. >>2, . . . , yN) exp [ X S, e i(x, >>.)] • 
.[logЯ. + X S , ^ , ^ ) ] . 
Thus RX(DU D2, ..., DN) which in view of convexity of l(X; Yu Y2, ..., YN) 451 
is the minimum of I(X; Y1, Y2, ..., YN) has the parametric representation 
(14) RX(DU D2,...,DN) = Y S:Di + YR(x) log Xx , 
i = l x 
where Xx is given by (12). Expressions (13) and (14) give the required form of the 
basic equations for Broadcast Channel. 
Now if for a particular value of S, (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N), the unconstrained solution 
procedure yields one or more Q(yu ..., yN\x) ^ 0 then the results can be formulated 
as in Berger [1, Lemma 1, p. 32]. 
3. CONVEXITY OF THE FUNCTION RX(DU D2, ..., DN) 
In this section we will prove that Rx(Dt, D2, ..., DN) is a convex U function 
of (DUD2, ...,DN). 
Let Q'(yu y2, • • •, yN\
x) a n d Q"(y\, y2> • • ->yN \
 x) achieve the points 
(D\, D'2, ..., D'N; RX(D[, D'2, ..., D'N)) and (D"u D"2, ..., D"N; RX(D'[, D"2,..., D"N)) 
respectively and let 
Q*(yu y2, ...,yN\x) = X Q'(yu y2, .. ., yN\ x) + (1 - X) Q"(yu y2, ...,yN\x), 
where A e [0, 1]. Now by definition 
Di(Q)= Z P(x)Q(y1,y2,...,yN\x)6i(x,yi) (i = 1,2, ...,N) 
x,yi,yi,...,yN 
and in particular 
D{Q*(yuy2,-..,yN\
x)) = W + (1 - A)D'i (i = 1,2, . . . , N ) . 
This shows that D ;(g*) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N is a linear function of Q*(yu y2, . . . 
. . . , yN | x) so that 
Q*(yi, } ' 2 , • •> yN |
 x) e Q;.Br + (i-A)Di",...,;.DN- + (i-A)DN" • 
Next we have 
RX(XD[ + (1 - A) D'i, XD'2 + (1 - A) D"2, ..., XD'N + (l - A) D'N) g 
^ i (Q*(y i , y 2 , • • •>yN\
x)) S XI(Q'(yuy2,...,yN\x)) + 
+ (1 -X)I(Q"(yi,y2,...,yN\x)) = 
= A RX(D[, D2, . . . , D'N) + (1 - A) Rx(Di', D^, . . . , D^). 
Hence Rx(.Di> D2, . . . , DN) is a convex U function of (Du D2, ..., DN). 
452 4. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR TWO-USER CHANNELS 
In this section we derive basic equations for Two-User Channels. We first define 




ENCODER 2 DECODER 2 
Two-User Channel 
A channel with two sources and two receivers is called a Two-User Channel. 
We shall consider it to be discrete and memoryless. Let XUX2 be the two sources 
and Yu Y2 be the two receivers. A discrete memoryless Two-User Channel with two 
inputs and two outputs may be characterised by (Xt x X2, Q(ylt y2 \ x l7 x2), 
Yj x Y2). We shall denote by <2j(.yi | xu x2) the transition probability of receiving 
yte Yi on the i-th receiver (i = 1, 2) when x t eXt and x2 eX2 are transmitted, 
then since yi and y2 are statistically independent given Xj and x2, we have 
Q(yu y2 | xu x2) = Qi(yi \ xu x2) Q2(y2 \ xu x2). 
Further the distortion between the source letter x ; e Xv and the reproduced letter 
j ; e Yi is denoted by Q[XV yt) where as usual 
ei(xu yt) ^ 0 (i = 1, 2) 
with equality iff xt = j ; . 
If P(xu x2) is taken to denote input probability of x : eXt and x2 e X2 then the 
average distortion for the i-th output may be defined as 
£ P(xux2)Q(yuy2\xux2)Ql(x„yi) (i = 1, 2) . 
Now if we communicate on the Two-User Channel in such a way that the average 
distortion between the i-th receiver and the i-th input does not exceed a given distor-
tion level D; (i = 1, 2) then the rate distortion function for the Two-User Channel 
may be defined as 
(15) *x..x,(->i, D2) = inf I(XU X2; Yu Y2) , 
Q(yi,y2\xi,x2)eQDi,Di 
where 453 
(16) I(XUX2;YUY2)= I P ( x „ x 2 , J l , y 2 ) l o g f e / ^
X 2 ) 
-.•-».....» Q(y<,y2) 
is the ordinary Shannon's mutual information and 
(17) Q0„ Dl = 
= {Q(yu y2 | x „ x 2 ) : X P(xi, x2) Q(yu y2 \ xu x2) e;(x„ yt) ^ D,} 
* i ,.v2 ,y i ,yz 
0 = 1,2). 
The 7(X„X2; Y, Y2) may be easily shown to be a convex U function of 
Q(J;i, J;2 | x„ x2). Thus our problem is to minimize I(XU X2; Y„ T2) subject to the 
constraints: 
(18) Q(yuy2\xux2)^0, 
(19) Z Q ( J ' 1 , y 2 | x „ x 2 ) = l 
J»I.M 
and 
(20) X P{x1,x2)Q(y1,y2\xl,x2)etx„yt)~Dl (i-1,2). 
x,,x2.y,,y2 
A? before we construct the augmented function (ignoring the constraints (18) 
temporarily) 
J(Q) = I(XUX2: Y„ Y2) - £ /.„.,„. X Q(yu y2 | x„ x2) -
» i , * 2 J»I,J»2 
2 
- I s - - I -K*., x2) Q(y>, J>21 x„ x2) ei(Xi, y i ) , 
i = l x,,xi,y,,y2 
where jU ,̂̂ , and S,'s (i = 1,2) are Lagrange multipliers. Taking 
к X2 = -****-, 
P(x„x 2 ) for stationary points, we have 
dJ 
dfiO-w- | x „ x 2 L QGv,,^)^,,^ i = 1 J 
l . Є . 
(21) ß(.V1,3'2І-Xx,x2)- ß ^ ^ J ^ ^ . ^ e x p t Z ^ e ^ x ^ , . ) ] . 
454 Summing (21) over yv, y2 and using (19), we get 
(22) K.X2 = ( I Qlyi,y2)^plisiQi(xi,yl)-])-
1. 
y\,y2 . = l 
Thus we have 
(23) *x..J-.(->i. D2) = £ 5,0, + £ P(x„ x2) log 4,,X 2 
and 
(24) D, =- £ e i(x i ,y i)P(x,,x2)A ;C l , ;C2e(v1 , v2) exp [ X S,-!?,-(x,, j - ) ] 
xt,x2,yi.y2 i=l 
0 = 1 , 2 ) 
as the required basic equations for Two-User Channels. 
Now if for a particular value of St (i = 1, 2), one or more Q(yt, y2 I x t , x2) ^ 0 
then as before the results can be formulated as in Berger [1, Lemma 1, p. 32]. 
We can prove that the function RXi,Xl(Di, D2) is convex U with respect to D, 
and D2. The proof can be developed on the lines adopted as in Section 3. 
5. AN EXAMPLE OF A TWO-USER CHANNEL 
Let us consider a discrete memoryless Two-User Channel with input alphabet 
sets X{ = {1, 2} and X2 = {3, 4} and output alphabet sets Y, = {l, 2} and Y2 = 
= {3,4}. Also let 
Qik = 1 — dik where 8ik = 1 for i = k , 
= 0 for i * k , 
so that 
gik = 0 for (' = k , 
= 1 for i*k; i, k = (1,2); (3,4). 
Further we take the joint probability P(xu x2) to be given by 
P( l ,3) = P l ; P(2,3) = p 3 ; 
P( l ,4) = p 2 ; P(2,4) = p4 
and 
X P(x„ x2) = 1 . 
XI ,x2 
Multiplying (21) by P(Xl, x2) and summing over x,, x2, we get 
(25) £ P(xv x2) kXuXl exp [ £ S, (?<(*„ y,)] - 1 • 
Solving these simultaneous equations, we get 
(26) 4 , x, = ; x. - 1, 2; x, = 3, 4 , 
V ' X"X2 ( l + a ) ( l + / i ) P ( x „ x 2 ) '
 2 
where 
(27) a = exp St and /J = exp S2 . 
Also from (22) we have 
7 - - = Ie(yi,J'2)«ap[lSiei(xi.3'i)]; .v. - 1 , 2 ; y2 = 3,4. 
* X l X2
 } ' 1 ' y 2 ' = 1 
Solving these equations for Q(yu y2), we get 
(t*\ 0(\ 3) = Pi ~ "P3 ~ ggj + «/̂ P4 0 / j 4x = Pj - «P4 - g£l + «P>3 
1 j •' ' ( 1 - « ) ( 1 - / ? ) ' * ' ' (l-«)(l-fl " 
0 / 2 3) = P3 ~ «Pi ~ P>4 + «P>2 Q/ 2 4x == p4 - «P2 - P>3 + «/3Pi 
' j ( 1 - « ) ( 1 - / ? ) ' ^ l • ( l - « ) ( l - f l 
On using (26), (27) and (28), equations (24) and (23) give 
(29) P , - - - * - ' - - - J - . , / ) , - e X p S z = - i -
1 + exp S, a + 1 * 1 + exp S2 0 + 1 
and 
(30) RXux2(Di, D2) = H(pu p2, p „ p4) + - " — log a + -J— log /? -
a + 1 j9 + 1 
- l o g ( a + 1)( /J+ 1). 
Thus (29) and (30) determine the distortions and rate for the example considered. 
6. MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL 
In this section we derive the basic equations for Multiple Access Channel. We 
consider a general Multiple Access Communication System with M sources commu-
nicating with one receiver over a common channel. The message output for one source 
is assumed to be independent from message outputs for other sources. A general 
Multiple Access Channel with M sources is shown in the diagram. 
There are M sources which we denote by Xu X2, ..., XM and one receiver which 
we denote by Y A Multiple Access Channel with M inputs and one output may be 
characterized by (X, x X2 x . . . x XM, Q(y | xu x2, ..., xM), Y). 
456 
X, i ENCODER1 
CHANNEL 
X2 » ENCODER2 | > DECODER 
Xлr > ENCODER M 
Multiple Access Channel 
Further the distortion between the source letter xt e Xt and the reproduced letter 
ye Yis denoted by Qt(xb y) where as usual 
Qi(xby) ^ 0 (i = 1, 2 M) 
with equality iff x ; = y. 
If P(xu x2, . . . , xu) is taken to denote the input probability of xlsX,,x2e 
eX2, ..., xMe XM then the average distortion may as usual be defined as 
X P(x,, x2, ..., xM) Q(y \x,,x2, ..., xM) Q,(xb y) 
x XM ,y 
(i = 1, 2, ...,M). 
Now if we communicate on the Multiple Access Channel in such a way that the 
level of average distortion between the i-th source and the reproduced letter does not 
exceed a given level D, (i = 1,2, . . . , M ) then the rate distortion function 
Rx,,...,xM(Di> • • •> IV) f°
r Multiple Access Channel may be defined as 
(31) RXl,...,xM(Dl,...,Du)= inf 1(X,,X2,...,XM;Y), 
Q(y\x, i M ) e Q D l , D ! D J , 
where 
(32) l(XuX2,...,XM;Y) = £ P(xu x2, ..., xu, y) l o g - ^ l f i ^ p i
 XM} 
x, xM,y Q(y) 
is the ordinary Shannon's mutual information and 
(33) QDi DM = {Q(y\xt,x2, ...,xM): £ P(xt xM) . 
. Q(y | xu ...,xM) Qi(xb y) ^ D,} (i = 1, 2, . . ., M ) . 
The I(Xi,X2, .. .,XM; Y) may be easily shown to be a convex U function of 
Q(y | Xj, x2, ..., xu). Thus our problem is to rmnimize l(Xu X2, .. .,XM; Y) 




J ^ Q ( У \ X , , X 2 , ...,xм) = 1 
and 457 
(36) X P(xi>x2, ...,xM)Q(y\x1,x2, ...,xM)Qi(xt,y) = Dt 
xi xM,y 
(i = 1,2, . . . , M ) . 
We construct the augmented function (ignoring the constraints (34) temporarily) 
J(Q)=I(Xl,...,XM;Y)- X (iXl,X2 XMZQ(y\x1,x2, ...,xM)~ 
Xi,...,xM y 
M 
- L s i I P(x1,x2,...,xM)Q(y\x1,x2,...,xM)Qlxt,y), 
i = l * i xM,y 
where fiXl XM and S;'s (i = 1, 2, . . . , M) are Lagrange multipliers. Taking 
P(xux2, ...,xM)' 
we have for stationary points 
dJ 
d ß ( j | x ] ; ...,xм) 
P(Xl, ...,xM) [log
 Q(yJXl'---'XM) - 1 5 , e;(x ;, j ) ] 
L (200 4,...,x„ «-i J 
= o, 
(37) o.^ | xu . . . , xM) - 6(y) 41>JCJ....,*M exp [ X S ; e,-(x;, j ) ] . 
i = l 
Summing (37) over j> and using (35), we get 
M 
(38) 4 „ X 2 XM = (Xe(j) exp [ X S, e ;(x ;, j ) ] ) - . 
y i = i 
Thus we have 
M 
RXu...,XM(D1,...,DM) = ZtSlDt+. X P(x l 5 . . . . x ^ l o g A , , X M 
i = l x , , . . . , x M 
and 
M 
(40) D ; = X { , ( x ^ ) % , ...,xM)XXl XMQ(y)exp[ZStQlxt,y)] 
xi xM,y i = l 
(i = 1,2, . . . , M ) 
are the required basic equations for Multiple Access Channel. 
Now if for a particular value of S ; (i = 1, 2, . . . , M) one or more Q(j> | x,, x2, . . . 
. . . , xM) 5S 0 then as before the results can be formulated as in Berger [1, Lemma 1, 
p. 32], 
458 7. AN EXAMPLE OF A MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL 
Let us consider a Multiple Access Channel with input alphabet sets Xt = {1, 2}, 
X2 = {2, 3} and output alphabet set Y = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Also let 
Qik = 1 - 5ik where dik = 1 for i = k, 
= 0 for i 4= k , 
so that 
Qik = 0 for i = k 
= 1 for i + /c; i = 1, 2, 3; fc = 1, 2, 3, 4 . 
Further we take the joint probability P(x]5 x2) to be given by 
P(l,2) = pi; P(2,2) = p3; 
P(l,3) = p2; P(2,3) = p4 
and £ P(Xl, x2) = 1 . 
xi,x2 
Now from (37), we have 
T P(xu x2) 1XUX2 exp [ X S, 6i(Xi, y)] = 1 . 
xi,xz > = 1 
Solving these simultaneous equations for XXuXl, we get 
(4i) xi2 =
 a ^ 1 — - ; A 2 2 = « + * - 2 t f 
ajв(l - «) (JÎ - 1) P l a j 8 ( l - a ) ( / ? - l ) p 3 
1 - a/ř ajß - 1 
я i з = ~77Z 777, ^ ' л 2 з ap(l-a)(fl-l)p2 aj8(l - a) (/? - 1) p 4 • 
where 
(42) a = exp St and /? = exp S2 . 
Also we have from (38), 
-±- = YQ(y)^p[isiQi(Xi,y)-\. 
Solving these equations for Q(y), we get 
(43) Q(l) = a fe±ll±iL* + fo ] . V ' ^ W L aB — 1 2a/? - a - j3j 
6(2) = aP \Pi +V2 + H + -*- 1 ; 
e(3) = fi \P±±JbL±m + «p> ] . 
W [ a/i - 1 2a/J - a - /?J 
_(4)_(" + ^ + ^ f t + .J-
a + P -2ap 1 - a/3 
. [(1 + p" + aj8) p, + (1 + a + )8) p 2 + (1 + a + a/J) p4] . 
Thus on using (41), (42) and (43), we have from (40) and (39) 
(44) D, - 1 - ^ ~ -- fe + P- + P4 + P3 1 . 
1 - a L «/* - 1 2a/3 - a - j8J ' 
D = 1 - l^1 ~ a ) \il + P2 + P* + Pi 1 
2 Jf  — 1 L «/? - 1 2ap" - a - / j j 
and 
(45) RXl *,(/>,. -D2) = S.D, + S2D2 + H( P l , p2 , p3 , p4) + (p. + p4) log (ajS - 1) + 
+ p2 log (1 - aj8) + p3 log (a + p - 2ajS) - log aj8(l - a) Q? - 1) . 
Equations (44) and (45) determine the distortions and rate for the example conside-
red. 
8. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR A GENERAL CASE 
So far we have derived the basic equations for the cases of special interest. In this 
section we will study the general case having several inputs and several outputs. All 
the cases which Were considered earlier become a special case of this general case. 
We consider a discrete memoryless channel with M inputs and N outputs. Let 
X{,X2, .. -,XM represent M inputs and Y1; Y2, . . . , YN represent N outputs. We 
characterise the channel by (Xl x X2 x . . . x XM, Q(yu y2. ..., yN \ x,, x2, ... 
...,xM), Y x Y2 x . . . x YN). The transition probability of receiving yt e Y; 
by the i-th receiver (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) when xu x2, ..., xM are transmitted is repre-
sented by Qi()'i | Xj, x2, . . . , xM) where 
Qi(yi I xux2, ...,xM) = Y, Q(yi,y2,---,yN\xi,x2,...,xM) 
y y i - i . y i + i yw 
(i - 1, 2, ...,N). 
Then, since the outputs are statistically independent, we have 
Q(yu ...,yN\xu ...,xM) = Q{(y, \x{, .. ., xM) . . . QN(yN\xu ...,xM). 
460 Since there are M inputs and N outputs, so there will b e M x J V distortions. 
We will represent the distortion between the source letter x ; eX f (i = 1, 2, . . . , M) 
and the reproduced letter y} e Yj (j = 1,2, . . . , N) by £;j-(x;, y}) where as usual 
QtJ(x„ yj) ^ o 
with equality iff x ; = yj(\/i,j). 
If P(xu x2, . . . , xM) is taken to denote the input probability of x, eXu x2 e 
e l , , ...,xMeXM then the average distortion for the j'-th output (j = 1, 2, . . . , N) 
may be as usual defined as 
I P(x,, • • -, xM) Q(yu ...,yN\xu ...,xM) e,7(x;, yj). 
xi i j t . ; i , - , u 
Now if we communicate on the channel in such a way that the level of average dis-
tortion between the i-th source and the ;"-th reproduced letter does not exceed a given 
level Dtj (i = 1,2, . . . , M ; j = 1,2, ...,N) then the rate distortion function 
Px,,...,xM(I
,ii> • • •> ®MN) f ° r t m s channel may be defined as 
(46) RXi XM(D1U...,DMN)= inf 1(XU...,XM;YU...,YN), 
Q(y ywl^i « ) e Q o n D M 
where 
(47) I(XU...,XM;YU...,YN)= £ P(xu . .., xM, yu ..., yN). 
xi XM,yi, — ,yN 
ioeQ(y*> • • • • ^ l
x i ' • • • .**) 
Q(yi,....,yN) 
is the ordinary Shannon's mutual information and 
QDH DMN = (Q(>'i> • • • > J ' J V |
X I > • • - % ) : I P ( x u . . . , x M ) . 
xi ,—,XM,yi,--.,yN 
• Q(yu • • • > yN | x., x2, . . . , xM) Qij(xi, yj) ^ Dij} , 
i = 1,2, . . . , M ; j = 1,2, ...,N. 
The /(-Yj, . . -,XM; Yu . .., YN) may be shown to be a convex U function of 
Q(yu • • •> ĴV I xi> • • •> XM)- Thus our problem is to minimize I(XU .. -,XM; 
Yu ..., YN) subject to the constraints: 
(49) Q(yu...,yN\xu...,xM)^Q, 
(50) I Q(yu...,yN\xu...,xM) = \ 
yu---,yN 
and 
(51) I P(xi> •••>xM)Q(yi, ...,yN\xu ...,xM)Qij(xi,yj) = Dij 
xi XM,yi,---,yN 
(i = 1,2, . . . , M ; ; = 1,2, . . . , JV) . 
We will use Lagrange's method of multipliers to solve this problem. Ignoring the 461 
constraints (49) temporarily we form the augmented function 
J(Q) = I(XU ...,XM;YU..., YN) -^ Y^ fxXltX2 XM . 
M N 
. X Q(yu ...,yN\xu ...,xM)-Y, X StJ £ P(xu...,xM). 
}>1 jvjv 1=1 j=l Xi,...,xM,y, >'N 
• Q(yi, • • •, }'N I xu ..., xM) QtJ(xt, yj) , 
where l^uXlt,.„XM and StJ (i = 1,2, .... M; j = 1,2, ..., N) are Lagrange multi-
pliers. Taking 
108 J" ™ = n^':^j 
and proceeding as in Section 2, we have 
(A) RXt XM(D1U ...,DMN) = £ I S y f l y + 
i = l 1=1 
+ X P(xt, ...,Xu)log?.Xli...,x„ 
xi , . . . ,xM 
and 
(B) DtJ = x e.X*i> y^




i - i j = i 
(i = 1, 2 M ; ; = 1,2, ...,N), 
where 
(52) AXI , M = [ X e ( j - , y*)exP[X ISyc/x,,^)]]-
1. 
yi,.:,yn >' = 1 J = l 
Expressions (A) and (B) give the required form of the basic equations for this discrete 
memoryless channel in the general case. 
Particular Cases 
1. When i = l;j = 1,2, .. ,,N, i.e. we come to the case when there is one source 
and N destinations. Then (A) and (B) reduce to 
RXl(Dn DlN) - I S . j D . , + XII*,) log 4 , 
j = l x, 
462 and 
Dij= I Qv(xi,yj)P(x1)lxlQ(yi>--;yN)-exp[_]S1jQ1j(x1,yj)ll 
xi,yi,y2,— ,yn j-1 
(J'1,2 N), 
which are nothing but the basic equations for Broadcast Channel. 
2. When / = j = 1, 2 and g12(xi, y2) = Q2i(
x2> yi) — 0 i-e- when there are two 
sources and two receivers. Then (A) and (B) reduce to 
Rxi,x2(Du, D22) = E S « D „ + I P(x1,x2)logXXttXl 
i = l x.,*2 
and 
2 
J>ii - I <?«(*., V.) P(xu x2) kXuXl Q(ylt y2) exp [ £ S„ e i i(x ;, >>,)] 
*li*2J>i ,« >'=1 
(' = 1^2), 
which are the basic equations for Two-User Channel. Thus our general model 
reduces to the case of Two-User Channels when i = j = 1,2 and Ql2(
xi, J;2) = 
= Q2i(x2,yi) = o. 
3. Let j = 1,2, . . . , M ; j = 1, i.e. let us consider the case when there are M 
sources and one receiver. Then in this case (A) and (B) reduce to 
M 
Rx1.....x„(Du, •••,DM1) = _]SiiDii + X
 p(*i> • • - ,**) log A..lt...iXK 
i = l xi xM 
and 
M 
Dn = Z Qn(xi, yi)P(
xu ...,xM)kXl XM Q(yi)exp[_]
snQn(xv .V.)] 
*1 JCM.^l i = l 
(i = 1,2, . . . , M ) , 
which are the basic equations for Multiple Access Channel. Thus our general model 
reduces to the case of Multiple Access Channel when i = 1, 2, . . . , M and j = 1. 
(Received December 18, 1978.) 
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